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HEAD'S VALUE AWARD WINNERS

Barbara Y1- Can be trusted to carry out any activity to the best of her ability. She can always
be trusted to follow the classroom rules.
Maia Y2- Is a superstar and always does the right thing. She is a role model to her friends
and teachers and can always be trusted o choose a fantastic attitude.
Hesam Y2- Is an asset to the classroom  and the biggest help to his teachers and peers.
Indiana Y4- Can be trusted to carry out all experiments and try her best! She helps others
around her too.
Loaira- is our go to person in PE, she always gives 100% and is a great role model for her
peers and displays all sporting values across her learning and school life.
Saif- If you need someone to do something for you Saif is your guy. You can always rely on
him to get something done well.

TRUST

Mez Nursery- has been learning English rapidly. He is determined to take part in activities
and finish them with a good result.
Aylin Nursery- is always very enthusiastic about learning and experiencing new things.
Zalman Y1- is a role model to his classmates and always makes sure they are following the
classroom rules.
Kosta Y2- always chooses his best attitude. He makes us laugh and smile and always has
time for a dance.
Lola Y3- since joining us, Lola has been a true Scientist! She has listened attentively, worked
well in a group and really shown amazing perseverance in all of our investigations and
lessons.
Mason Y3- has shown great progress in having such a positive attitude in PE. He
understands that learning is a process and is always willing to try even harder to achieve
goals.
Averie Y3- showing huge improvement in her attitude to learning.
Emani Y4- has a very positive attitude towards her learning and has continued to develop
her skills and knowledge in class. She is always helpful and often supports her peers if they
are struggling in class.
Ebony Y5- has worked so hard both in class and out of class at learning to play viola. 
Cassien Y6- whilst being quiet at times in Science, Cassien has been areal delight to teach
this year! He listens well, takes part in whole class discussions and has really shown amazing
perseverance in his learning. Well done Cassien!
Nashaad Y6- worked really hard to achieved expected standards in maths and never lets her
standards slip.

CHOOSE YOUR ATTITUDE 



ADVENTURE
Zalman Y1- always displays great enthusiasm and love for PE, regularly thinking outside the
box in lessons.
Elyas Y1- displays the right attitude and adventure during all of his work. He loves taking risks
and extra challenges during his writing activities.
Hayley Y1- takes risks in her Science work, always try's her hardest and is always up for a
challenge to push herself.
Adam E Y1-  always used to forget his full stops but now he's  writing short stories with ellipses,
alliteration, similes and more. An incredible writer, were so proud of the progress he has made.
Samia Y2- has come so far, working hard to write independently and her reading skills are
excellent! Well done for taking so many risks with your learning this year.
JJ Y2- has been taking so many risks lately. he started the year reluctant to put his hand up and
now he is contributing brilliant ideas to every lesson! Well done.
Ruby Y4- has shown adventure in her learning this year by challenging herself out of her
comfort zone which has been fantastic to see!
Rahima Mo Y5- has continued to blossom throughout the year. Her growth in confidence is
remarkable and it is a pleasure to see her throwing herself into every task. It was particularly
wonderful to see how hard she worked to learn the trickiest lines for our class assembly!
Renae Y6- well done on all your hard work, what an adventure Y6 has been for you,
Congratulations on a fab year!

 

FULFILMENT
Mina Nursery- has changed a lot. she has become much more mature and confident and has
made great progress in phonics and maths.
Zuber Reception- has worked so hard with Mrs Aboiralor during his speech and language sessions.
We are so proud of the progress he has made.
Jay-jay Reception- has worked so hard with Mrs Aboiralor during his speech and language
sessions. We are so proud of the progress he has made.
Emily Y1- is now able to work independently in both reading and writing. She also passed the
phonics screening test which was fantastic!
Livvie Y1- is always committed to her learning in PE, demonstrating great resilience and happiness
across all lessons.
Francisco Y1- has been a delight to teach science this year! He has wanted to constantly learn and
develop his skills and is always keen to participate and find out more about our learning.
Wissam Y2- takes such pride in her work. Her presentation is exceptional and her ideas are
brilliant.
Muhamad Y3- is always completing tasks and his work is always to a high standard. He always
gives 100% effort too.
Suraya Y4- has excelled this year in finding herself and extending her capabilities by challenging
herself.
Johnny Y5- has had many ups and downs this year but it has been an absolute pleasure to see him
mature in preparation for Y6. He is able to apply himself more in class and pushes himself to do the
best he can. He now has a high standards for himself which is going to do him a world of good next
year!
Zak Y6- has thrived in Y6 and has worked hard to improve himself in all areas of life.



Yousof A Y1 - always has a smile on his face and helps to make sure everyone leaves school
smiling.
Dalal Y4- Has learnt the importance to talk about his feelings and emotions. He is much more
open now and if he has any concerns about anything he approaches adults with confidence.
Jelisha Y5- is a great role model for her peers. She understands the importance of being kind to
others but also being kind to herself. She is able to communicate her feelings to others and helps
her peers to best communicate theirs. Additionally, her work always looks immaculate and it
demonstrates how important presentation is to her.
Adrianna Y5- has been attending running club every week and has made great progress in her
fitness levels.
Pash'a Y6- you can always rely on Pash'a to make you smile. her personality keeps Y6 smiling.

PERSONAL WELLBEING

Sophia Reception- Is an extremely polite member of our class. She is always respectful to her
peers and adults.
Almira Y1- constantly uses her manners and helps everybody in the class when they need
help. She is a joy to teach.
Nylan- has worked so well this year in all PE lessons, particularly in gameplay where he
respects decisions from all involved. He listens more attentively and is always so polite when
working with others.
Su Y2- always sits beautifully, always listens to her friends and teachers and she always shows
respect. Su is a wonderful and highly valued member of our class.
Aron Y5- is such a respectful member of our science lessons- he is incredibly mature when we
learn about more sensitive topics in UKS2 and shows such respect for everyones views and
opinions.
Zwe Y6- treats everything with respect and ensures his standards are kept high.

RESPECT

A WHOLE NEW WORLD 



TATE FLORA LET'S GO TO THE BEACH, BEACH .......

FLORA TAKES ON THE TATE .......



SPORTS DAY FUN

Y6 


